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Will you send someone (not a duchess!) or go to
see Annie L	, Ward C. Mental Hospital, New South-
gate ? She is an old Aylesbury comrade and used
to be called Dyer. Give her some money to buy
little extras, with my love, arid tell her why I can't
write and where I am. It's near here, I believe.
Write if you can't go. Mr. W. P. who attends to my
correspondence in Dublin tells me she wrote twice
to me.
' Colour' is such a joy, so are the gaudy ribbons
you sent. They help me with my painting. Colour
is like everything else. It depends on the relation-
ship of the many to each other, the air, life, etc., for
their beauty. Alone, a colour is meaningless : merged
in the waves of life and light and combined with other
colours, it equals the one composed of the many,
assumes emotions, which it can convey to you: it
acts, has qualities and personalities. This sounds odd
but it's true, and it is only as people grasp this that
they are of any use in the world.
Do you think Nellie has ? J	has not. Charlie
has, in his own line.
Thank Clare for things yesterday, and oh ! do thank
Mrs. McKenna. It was misery not knowing the time.
What's happened to C	? I wonder if the
Censor will object to this ? He certainly is an awful
fool. I'd love to tell him so, but find some relief in
writing it!
December 12.
I haven't heard from you for an age. I think the
Censor is an evil person. One of my letters re election
was stopped and he just pinched it. Evidence, I sup-
pose, of a new * plot'! I was actually allowed a big
bit of paper to write an Election Address on! I wrote

